We report status of the CMS full simulation software for Run-2 operation. CMS simulation program initially used Geant4 10.0p02 in sequential mode and about 16 billion events were produced for analysing the 2015-2016 data. The CMS detector has been updated for the 2017 operation: a new tracking pixel detector was installed, the hadronic calorimeter readout electronics has been modified, and a few additional muon detectors were installed. Corresponding modifications have been introduced in the simulation program and the Geant4 version 10.2p02 was adopted for 2017 simulation production. About 10 billion MC events are already produced in the multi-threaded mode. CMS strategy to adopt Geant4 10.4: Two low luminosity data sets from the 2016B runs were used
Results of comparisons are shown as a function of particle momentum for 3 different eta regions and two versions of Geant4 10.2p02 (used for 2017 simulation) and 10.4 (prepared for 2018):
Combined calorimeter test beam 2006
 MixMax random number generator for simulation of both hits and for digi;
 VecGeom external geometry library;
 New Geant4 stepper for computing of trajectories in magnetic field G4DormandPrince475;
 Smart tracking in magnetic field option allowing faster computations for low-energy changed particles. 
New features implemented in CMS

